Purpose: The purpose of this work was to assess the impact of respiratory motion and to compare methods for suppression of respiratory motion artifacts in 4D Flow MRI. Methods: A numerical 3D aorta phantom was designed based on an aorta velocity field obtained by computational fluid mechanics. Motion-distorted 4D Flow MRI measurements were simulated and several different motion-suppression techniques were evaluated: Gating with fixed acceptance window size, gating with different window sizes in inner and outer kspace, and k-space reordering. Additionally, different spatial resolutions were simulated. Results: Respiratory motion reduced the image quality. All motion-suppression techniques improved the data quality. Flow rate errors of up to 30% without gating could be reduced to less than 2.5% with the most successful motion suppression methods. Weighted gating and gating combined with kspace reordering were advantageous compared with conventional fixed-window gating. Spatial resolutions finer than the amount of accepted motion did not lead to improved results. Conclusion: Respiratory motion affects 4D Flow MRI data. Several different motion suppression techniques exist that are capable of reducing the errors associated with respiratory motion. Spatial resolutions finer than the degree of accepted respiratory motion do not result in improved data quality.
INTRODUCTION
Noncompensated respiratory motion causes ghosting and blurring artifacts in MRI and several approaches to suppress the effects of respiratory motion have been proposed (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) . For scans longer than 15-20 s, the most commonly used approach is that of navigator gating, sometimes combined with a respiratory-based k-space reordering scheme. Respiratory gating is typically achieved by using a pencil-beam or cross-pair excitation to acquire a column of pixels across the lung-to-liver interface track the position of the diaphragm. Recently, conventional navigators have been complemented by a variety of self-gating methods.
By only accepting data acquired when the tracked structure is near the end-expiratory position, the use of gating typically results in increased scan time. Especially for applications with long nominal scan time, the additional scan time imposed by the gating efficiency can be lengthy and thus increase the discomfort of the patient as well as the cost of the scan. One such application is 4D Flow MRI, where nominal scan times of around 10 min result in excessively long scan times of around 20 min when the gating efficiency is around 50%.
The impact of different options for suppression of respiratory motion in 4D Flow MRI has not been evaluated in detail. This may partly be due to the wide variety of applications of 4D Flow MRI, which makes standardization challenging (13) . In coronary MRI, where measures such as lumen-to-wall sharpness and lumen-towall contrast-to-noise ratio are relevant and easily accessible quantitative measures of image quality, the effects of respiratory motion on image quality have been studied in more detail and this has led to new developments within respiratory motion suppression (5, 6, 8, (10) (11) (12) 14) . For 4D Flow MRI, on the other hand, the trend seems to go towards less respiratory suppression.
While several different approaches have been explored to reduce the scan time penalty imposed by respiratory gating in 4D Flow MRI (7, (15) (16) (17) (18) , recent 4D Flow MRI studies have suggested that 4D Flow MRI-based aorta flow volume quantification does not require respiratory motion suppression (19, 20) . Another recent study suggested not taking respiratory effects in cardiac 4D Flow MRI into account at all (21) . However, to neglect respiratory motion without reducing the spatial resolution according to the expected range of motion seems counterintuitive as the effect of global motion on an MR image can be represented by a degradation of spatial resolution corresponding to convolution between a motion-free image and the positiondistribution function of the motion (3) .
The aim of this study was, therefore, to assess the effects of respiratory motion suppression techniques methods commonly used in 4D Flow MRI, as well as the relationship between nonsuppressed motion and reduced spatial resolution.
METHODS

Synthetic Phantom and Simulated Respiratory Motion
A simulation approach was used to assess the effects of respiratory motion and several different motion suppression techniques. A synthetic 3D aorta phantom was constructed from a peak-systolic 3D numerical velocity data set of an aorta. The numerical velocity data was obtained as described in Lantz et al. (22) . Stationary tissue, simulating the thorax, was added around the aorta. The stationary tissue and the aorta were assigned signal amplitudes of 100 and 200 (a.u.), respectively. Respiratory motion was simulated by subjecting the synthetic phantom to a sinusoidal motion pattern in the feet-to-head direction. For simplicity, the object was considered rigid and thus the whole object underwent the same motion. The frequency of the sinusoidal motion was 12 breaths per min and the maximum amplitude of motion was 24 mm, which represents a typical maximum inferior-to-superior displacement of the proximal aorta and heart due to respiratory motion (23) .
MRI
Cartesian 4D Flow MRI was simulated by sampling kspace lines at 1-s time intervals, corresponding to 4D Flow MRI without k-space segmentation at a heart rate of 60 beats per min. In this way, each k-space line corresponded to a different respiratory phase. Linear k-space view-ordering was used unless otherwise noted. The following parameters were used for all experiments: matrix size ¼ 80 Â 80 Â 35, voxel size ¼ 2.5 Â 2.5 Â 2.5 mm 3 , VEN-C ¼ 1.5 m/s. For simplicity, only one time-frame was simulated.
The following respiratory motion suppression techniques were evaluated: (i) No gating. (ii) Gating with fixed window size throughout k-space. Gating window sizes of 2.5, 7.5, 12.5, 17.5, and 22.5 mm were used. (iii) Dualwindow weighted gating, with smaller acceptance window for the center of k-space. This approach is available as a research option for 4D Flow MRI and other applications on Philips scanners, and was recently evaluated by Akçakaya et al. (17) . Two different scenarios were included. First, the inner 50% of k-space were acquired with gating window sizes of 2.5, 7.5, 12.5, 17.5, and 22.5 mm. The window size for the outer 50% of k-space was set to three times the inner gating window. Note that this effectively suggests no outer gating for the last four cases. In the second scenario, only 9% of the inner k-space used the inner gating window. As there was no drift in the end-expiratory position in the present study, the gating window was positioned with the upper limit just at the end-expiratory position. One effect of respiratory motion is that the object becomes displaced relative to its reference position, which typically is the end-expiratory position. In the present study, this displacement effect was considered secondary and we, therefore, used intensity-based rigid registration between the image and the reference object to obtain spatial alignment.
Additional experiments addressing the relationship between motion suppression and spatial resolution were carried out by simulating image acquisitions with the different motion suppression techniques for feet-to-head voxel sizes of 2.5, 5, 10, 15, 20, and 25 mm. The voxel size was not changed in the other two dimensions. All data were interpolated to 2.5 mm by using k-space zerofilling, so as to facilitate voxel-to-voxel comparisons between the different datasets.
Data Evaluation
The effect of the different motion suppression techniques on image quality was quantified by measuring the root mean square error (RMSE) of the magnitude, velocity, and velocity gradient field. The velocity gradient field was obtained by taking the forward difference spatial derivative of the velocity field. Additionally, the percentage error in flow rate and peak velocity was measured for each motion suppression method. The flow rate was measured in the mid tubular portion of the ascending aorta, the top of the aortic arch, and the mid descending aorta.
RESULTS
The data exhibited realistic motion artifacts with blurring in the direction of motion and view-to-view artifacts with typical ghosts in the phase and slice encoding directions ( Fig. 1 ). Visually, all motion suppression techniques resulted in improved image quality, as exemplified in Figure 1 .
The effect of different motion suppression techniques on scan time and the RMSE of magnitude and velocity data is shown in Figure 2 . In all cases with gating, shorter scan time is associated with larger RMSE. When compared with conventional fixed-window gating without reordering, weighted gating and gating combined with ROPE are more efficient with respect to error reduction and scan time. For example, the velocity RMSE for a scan time of 14.7 min was 24% higher for conventional fixed-window gating than weighted gating and gating combined with ROPE.
Peak velocity and flow rate estimates were affected by motion and the use of motion suppression ( Fig. 3 ). Flow rate errors of up to 30% were detected. These errors could be reduced to less than 2.5% with the most successful gating methods. Similarly, the percentage error in peak velocity decreased from 8% for no gating to 2% when gating was successful. In general, the presence of motion led to underestimation of peak velocity and the use of motion suppression reduced the underestimation. Similarly, larger degrees of nonsuppressed motion led to flow rate estimates that deviated more from the true value. The improvements in flow parameter estimation with longer scan time was more pronounced for gating and weighted gating than for gating combined with ROPE, because ROPE helps to reduce errors also with a large gating window. For example, an increase in scan time from 9 to 15 min lead to an improvement in the ascending aorta flow rate estimation of 26 mL/s, or 5%, for gating and 7 mL/s, or 1%, for gating combined with ROPE.
The relationship between spatial resolution, respiratory motion suppression and image quality is explored in Figure 4 . For the case without motion, or when the voxel size is sufficiently large relative to the amount of nonsuppressed motion, the RMSE is reduced when the spatial resolution is improved. However, smaller voxel size does not reduce the RMSE when the voxel size is small relative to the gating window size. This is seen most clearly for the fixed-window gating results. Also, the upsampling of spatial resolution by k-space zero filling to 2.5 mm for all acquired voxel sizes resulted in a smoothing effect that reduced the velocity RMSE and especially the velocity gradient RMSE for voxel sizes that were small relative to the amount of nonsuppressed motion (see Figure 4 ). For example, this is seen in the velocity gradient RMSE results for the case of 17.5 mm gating window with 10, 5, and 2.5 mm voxel sizes in Figure 4C . Similar effects are seen in Figure 3 where an increase in spatial resolution from 5 mm to 2.5 mm does not improve the peak velocity or flow rate estimation for fixed-window gating with 7.5 mm gating window (cyan line in Figure 3 ).
DISCUSSION
Several different approaches to suppress the effects of respiratory motion in 4D Flow MRI were evaluated. As with other studies, we found that respiratory motion degrades image quality and that motion suppression techniques can effectively reduce the degradation of image quality.
The RMSE of the measured velocity field as well as the velocity gradient field, flow rate, and peak velocity were all affected by respiratory motion. Motion distorts MR images in two primary ways: view-to-view ghosts and blurring. While the impact of ghosting on quantitative flow parameters can be difficult to predict, blurring corresponds to convolution between a motion-free image and the position-distribution function of the motion (3). Consequently, motion in the feet-to-head direction reduces the effective spatial resolution in this direction. As expected, our results show that increased spatial resolution does not improve image quality when the voxel size is small compared with the range of nonsuppressed motion. In agreement with theory, this suggests that the spatial resolution should be adapted to the gating window size when using conventional navigator gating, and similarly to the effectiveness of other motion suppression techniques (3) .
Others have indicated that 4D Flow MRI-based quantification of flow volumes (19) (20) (21) , intracardiac pathlines visualization (21) , and total kinetic energy in the left atrium (21) can be performed without respiratory motion suppression. Unfortunately, the Kanski study included only eight subjects and thus the lack of significant differences between gated and nongated data may be due to underpowered statistics. Valverde et al. compared their nongated 4D Flow data against nongated 2D flow MRI with two signal averages which is insufficient to average out respiratory effects. Another study that similarly found nonsignificant differences between nongated 4D Flow and 2D flow MRI with three signal averages noted that flow volume measurements based on nonrespiratory gated 4D Flow MRI have higher variability and, therefore, inferior image quality (7) .
Nevertheless, if higher variability can be accepted, the reduced image quality may under some circumstances be sufficient for estimation of robust hemodynamic parameters such as net flow. In these cases, the acquired voxel size of the 4D flow MRI acquisition should not be smaller than the degree of respiratory motion for optimal scan efficiency. The relationship between voxel size and nonsuppressed motion is highly relevant also for sequence development aimed at improved spatial resolution; improvements in spatial resolution must be combined with corresponding improvements in respiratory motion suppression.
In the present study, flow rate estimates were less affected by motion in the ascending and descending aorta, which were parallel to the direction of respiratory motion, than in the aortic arch, which was perpendicular to the direction of motion. These findings can be understood based on the fact that nonsuppressed motion corresponds to reduced effective spatial resolution. The ascending and descending aorta flow values are in practice obtained with a lower through-plane resolution, which is known to work well for 2D flow MRI. The flow values in the aortic arch, on the other hand, are obtained with a lower in-plane resolution in the feet-to-head direction and this results in severe partial volume averaging across the flow profile and with stationary tissue outside of the aorta. Future studies that assess the impact of nonsuppressed respiratory motion should, therefore, investigate different spatial resolutions, as well as flows, or flow features such as jets, in different orientations relative to the direction of motion.
As the majority of biological samples have local spectral density that is concentrated to the center of k-space, several motion suppression techniques are designed to minimize motion when this portion of the data is acquired. This is taken into account by motion-suppression methods that reorder the k-space trajectory based on the respiratory cycle, with the aim of acquiring the center of k-space during the most end-expiratory positions (1, 8, 10, 11) . This class of motion-suppression methods, commonly referred to as motion compensation methods, can also be combined with gating. A similar approach is weighted gating, which uses two or more gating windows and allows less motion for the central part of k-space. Akçakaya et al. investigated weighted gating with one 7-mm gating window for the central 4% of k-space and no gating for the outer part of k-space, and found that this provided similar 2D PC-MRI flow volume measurements as gating with a 7-mm window throughout k-space (17) . Similarly, we observed only small differences between weighted gating with 50% central k-space and weighted gating with 9% central k-space. In general, we found that weighted gating and gating combined with k-space reordering were more efficient than gating with a fixed window size throughout k-space.
The simulations in this study did not include other artifacts that affect 4D Flow MRI, such as noise, eddy currents, or concomitant gradient fields. Eddy currents and concomitant gradient fields introduce phase offsets that are independent of respiratory motion artifacts. Typical noise levels are not expected to affect the assessment of flow rate measurements, but would affect RMSE measurements. With the simulation approach used here, motion-related blurring artifacts would effectively smooth out noise and thus the interpretation of RMSE comparisons would be ambiguous. The use of noise-free simulations allowed us to isolate the effects of motion on the MR image and make direct RMSE comparisons between reference images and motion-distorted images.
Limitations
This study has several limitations. The synthetic phantom is a simplification of the thorax and lacks many of the structures seen in vivo. However, the aortic velocity field used here is realistic and allowed us to determine the impact of motion suppression on representative flow rate and peak velocity estimates in normal aortic flow. Peak velocity can be expected to be more affected by nonsuppressed motion in patients with localized flow jets, such as in patients with heart valve disease. While more structures could be added to the model this is not expected to alter the conclusions of the study. Another limitation is that motion was simulated only in the inferior-superior direction and the same motion was applied to the whole phantom.
Real-life in vivo respiratory motion is more complex. The degrees of error observed here should, therefore, be considered relative rather than absolute. The use of RMSE comparisons between the reference object and the motion-distorted datasets is hampered by the fact that the object as it appears in the images is displaced and distorted relative to its actual position. Consequently, there is not a one-to-one relationship between voxels in the image and corresponding volume elements in the reference object. We used rigid registration to reduce this misregistration effect. The misregistration effect is relevant for 4D Flow MRI analysis involving image fusion with other cardiovascular MR images such as balanced steady-state free precession (bSSFP) images of the heart or contrast-enhanced magnetic resonance angiography (CE-MRA) images of the aorta. The reference respiratory position for cardiovascular MRI is typically taken as the end-expiration and clinical images such as cardiac bSSFP or aorta CE-MRA images are typically acquired during end-expiratory breath-holds. Similarly, respiratory gating methods used with 4D Flow MRI accept data during end-expiration. However, the gating-window size is typically around 7 mm (13) . Consequently, the average position of the heart or proximal aorta during a 4D Flow MRI acquisition differs by up to a few millimeters when compared with the average position of the heart or aorta during a breath-held bSSFP or CE-MRA image acquisition.
CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, respiratory motion reduces image quality in 4D Flow MRI. The impact of the reduced image quality on flow parameters such as net flow may depend on the direction of the evaluated vessel relative to the direction of respiratory motion. Motion suppression techniques can be used to reduce the impact of motion and techniques that take into account the fact that the fidelity of the center of k-space is a major determinant for image quality appear to be more efficient than methods that treat the entire k-space in the same way. Spatial resolutions finer than the degree of accepted respiratory motion do not result in improved data quality.
